
Garbage/Recycling: Q & A  
 
I’ve read about this garbage idea. Is it new? 
No.  Actually, it’s been tossed around going back to 2011, probably earlier.  
The economics of recycling has changed significantly through the years. What once was 
profitable is now a significant expense. This makes outsourcing more feasible, economically 
speaking, among many other factors. 
 
How many bids did the Village receive? 
The Village received three formal bids with Royal coming in significantly below the other two. In 
fact, Royal’s bid was significantly below the NYS Contract Pricing. 
 
If Royal’s bid is so good, what’s the catch? 
No catch, Royal has been doing municipal work for many years and has over 40,000 containers 
on the ground locally. They’ve been talking with the Village for years and know our community 
extremely well. Royal has also contracted with us in 2021-22 to do emergency pickups and has 
performed extremely well. They are reasonable to deal with. 
 
Who gets picked up? 
The premise of the bid is this:  Each tax parcel that is currently being serviced by the Village and 
is not under a contract with another vendor is eligible for one 95-gallon max bin (refuse) and 
one 65-gallon max bin (recycle). Given the makeup of the Village using tax parcels is the most 
equitable as each tax parcel pays the same tax rate per $1,000. We’re not using how much in 
dollars each parcel pays as many single-family residential pays more in taxes than some multi-
families, as well as some commercial. This is the same methodology as is used in Beacon for 
example.  
 
We’ve arranged Village-wide pricing for those seeking additional bins/services.  Services will 
continue to be one refuse and one recycle pickup per week. Specific days of service may vary 
but will be formalized prior to commencement of service. Royal will be maximizing their trucks 
on the ground in the Village for efficiency but also to minimize truck traffic when possible. 
 
95 gallons is a big bin! 
In the bid, the tax parcel owner has an option of a 35-gallon, 65 or 95-gallon bin for refuse and 
65 and 35-gallon for recycling. In front of Village Hall are sample bins to observe in the 95 and 
65-gallon sizes. From experience, Royal suggests getting the largest size you can accommodate 
locally to take full advantage of the service.  
 
I’m a big garbage user, it’s a long story! 
Some people are not necessarily recycling everything they can. On each Royal recycle bin top is 
a detailed list of items eligible. This can help and the Village will do a better job promoting 
waste reduction. You do have the option of buying an additional bin(s) with service included. 
Those prices vary and can be mixed and matched by service /size. They’re spelled out in the 
Royal bid which is posted to the Village website. 



I love my Highway crew. They’re not going anywhere, are they? 
We love them too and with garbage off their plates you’ll see a lot more of them around. This 
will give us an opportunity to relook at the department and focus on all the assorted projects 
around the Village which need attention. Sidewalks, potholes, drainage, repairs, etc. are all 
areas needing attention, and addressing to them will save the Village money long term. We also 
believe by removing garbage our staff retention rates will be higher and if we seek new staffing 
the talent pool should be better without garbage as part of the job description.  A recent study 
quoted, “A dollar spent on preventative maintenance can save $10 in long term capital costs.”  
Infrastructure ages and doesn’t fix itself. 
 
If you tell me my garbage will get picked up as usual and it won’t result in a tax increase 
because of this contract with Royal then my Village will get more attention. This all seems 
practical to me! 
We think so and it allows us to really spend quality time addressing the infrastructure needs of 
our Village. Right now, garbage take up an enormous amount of staff and time resources.  
 
Royal’s bid was half of the next lowest bidder, should we lock this up for a longer period? 
Given the pricing the Village received it would make sense to lock up the pricing for a longer 
term.  
 
I saw in the bid there’s a “bulk” pickup included for the Village? 
Correct, we included the option for a “Village Wide-Clean Up Day” once per year which includes 
White goods, bulk waste, automotive parts, tires, electronics. This would be part of the service 
Royal provides. The Philipstown Recycling Center also accepts some of these items on a regular 
basis; see www.philipstown.com/government/recycling-center for details. We have also 
secured ala carte pricing for this in the event we wish to add to the services throughout the 
year.  
 
Can we sell our existing garbage truck? 
That’s a loaded question. At this point the truck is almost unusable and not worth pouring any 
more money into it. We can possibly put it up for sale at salvage but we’ll explore all options, 
and reinvest proceeds back into the highway department. 
 
Assuming the Village Board adopts the contract, what’s next? 
We will go into the implementation phase where Royal will order new bins, which could take 4+ 
weeks. The Village will start messaging on the process of selection for your bin sizes, Royal will 
assume the larger sizes unless you request differently. Clearer instructions will be available in a 
few weeks.  Like anything it’s a process but Royal has done this many times and knows what 
they are doing. We recognize this isn’t perfect but the benefits significantly out way the 
negatives which are more about change and perceptions.  
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